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GRAYS TUITION CENTRE – Online Tutoring 

 

WEEK: 12 

Week Beginning: (Monday 8h March 2021) 

Subject: ENGLISH 

Year: 11 

  

Lesson Objective: 

 

• Deepening our understanding of themes and characters and exploring analysis 

of these in our drama text. 

• Those studying poetry- exploring our understanding of deeper meanings and 

themes in our poems.  
 

Keywords/ Concepts 

 
• 19th century. 

• Exploring themes and characters in detail 

• Poetry- deeper meanings. 

 

Class Worksheets 

• Character and theme questions provided. 

• PowerPoints to help understand these in the greatest way possible. In class 
analysis of themes and characters also will be provided. 
 

 

Homework Worksheets 

 

• Given drama text activity in prep for next lesson.  
 

Additional Notes 
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A Christmas Carol. 
 

 

 

Task 2- explore the themes below: 

- Christmas. 
- Social injustice 
- Isolation 
We will explore these in detail- bring your best ideas, include quotes, 

analysis and contextual factors       

Task 3- Character profiles. Complete the grid below for the character profile of 

Scrooge - after this please begin to write a detailed analytical paragraph 

exploring the character of Scrooge- think about the intentions of Dickens by 

creating this character, the meanings, and symbols. 

Then use another character and do the exact same thing.  
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Jekyll and Hyde. 
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Task 2- explore the following themes below. Make sure you explore these in as 

much detail as possible- we will be talking about these as a class so ensure you 

bring your best points the table. Include key thematic points, quotations, 

analysis, exploration of characters and contextual factors. 

- Theme of duality 
- Science vs Religion 
- Good vs evil.  

 

Task 3-  
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Poetry: power and conflict 
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Exposure: 
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To what does the title Exposure refer? 

What technique is the poet using when he links the words 'fusses' and 'faces' in 

stanza 5? 

Which literary technique is demonstrated in the line: 'Pale flakes with fingering 

stealth come feeling for our... 

Which phrase in stanza 6 is an example of a metaphor? 

What does the word 'incessantly' in stanza 2 mean? 

Which key theme is highlighted in the line 'For love of God seems dying'? 
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Remains: 

 

 

 

 

 

Which phrase implies that the looter might be harmless? 

Which literary technique does Armitage use to show how the idea that the looter was unarmed has 

haunted the speaker? 
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What sort of language is used in this poem? 

Why does the speaker try to get rid of his haunting memory? 

Now compare the two poems- in terms of language, structure, form, context, and themes.  

 

Homework: 

 

Write 2 analytical paragraphs exploring your drama text for next lesson. 

This should include quotations, context, symbols, analysis, characters, and language. 

The two paragraphs could be based on a theme each, or a character each- just as you wish. 

If you are studying poetry not drama, please do the same but pick a poem and do 2 paragraphs in 

a similar way- whether it is exploring language, or themes, or structure. You can also explore more 

than 1 poem if you wish.  

 


